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A Sampling of what’s being said about, 
 

Lessons In Leadership, Learning from Real World Cases 
 

“This is a must read for individuals who would like to learn about multiple facets of leadership.  In 

contrast to many books about leadership this one is grounded in powerful illustrative stories that 

will inspire you and help you learn from the practices of good leaders.” 
 

Michael Beer - Professor Emeritus - Harvard Business School - Co-Author of 

Higher Ambition: How Great Leaders Create Economic And Social Value  
And Author of High Commitment/High Performance 

 
“Warrick and Mueller collected an absolutely superb set of authors whose experiences run a broad 

gamete of organizations, nations, and cultures.  They, in turn, present readers with a wide range of 

cases that collectively show almost every type of challenge a leader might face.  The potential for 

discussing seems endless.   Every student of leadership will benefit from this book.” 
 

Jerry Porras – Lane Professor of Organization Behavior and Change Emeritus 

Stanford Graduate School Of Business - Co-Author with Jim Collins of Built To Last 

 

“This is an exciting book.   It links rich and outstanding cases with the critical leadership issues of 

our times.   This is both a practical and visionary book—an excellent choice for leaders and students 

alike.” 
 

Pam Shockley-Zalabak - Chancellor, University Of Colorado At Colorado Springs 

Co-Author with Michael Hackman of Building The High Trust Organization 

 

“People love stories especially those that teach us something important.   Warrick and Mueller have 

assembled a remarkable array of such stories.  Most significant among this array is that although 

style and skills may differ, leadership is still leadership regardless of where in the world it may 

occur, that is, leadership is about influencing people to do something that they may not otherwise 

do, these stories beautifully convey that message.” 
 

W. Warner Burke 
Edward Lee Thorndike Professor of Psychology and Education 

Chair of Department Of Organization and Leadership 

Teachers College – Columbia University 
Author of Organization Change: Theory and Practice  

 

“As a CEO of a bank and founder of a Leadership Institute, this book is a must read!   Lessons In 

Leadership provides an excellent source for training executives and leaders at all levels.   The 

authors offer “real case scenarios” that compel and impact those reaching for excellence in helping 

people reach their fullest potential.” 
 

Dan Heine, President And CEO 

The Bank of Oswego, Lake Oswego 


